FraudGuard is our international voice fraud prevention service. The solution can automatically block all calls to known fraudulent numbers. In addition, our team of fraud experts can identify, investigate and block potential new fraud incidents proactively.

Key features

- Traffic surveillance for detection and prevention of international fraud
- Proactive blocking of more than 50 million field proven fraudulent numbers
- Automated identification and blocking of new fraudulent activity
- Crowdsourced, unique multi-network aggregated view of fraud trends
- Analytics capabilities for transparent reporting and tracking
- 24/7 fraud expert surveillance and support

How it works

- Traffic surveillance for detection and prevention of international fraud
- Proactive blocking of more than 50 million field proven fraudulent numbers
- Automated identification and blocking of new fraudulent activity
- Crowdsourced, unique multi-network aggregated view of fraud trends
- Analytics capabilities for transparent reporting and tracking
- 24/7 fraud expert surveillance and support

Case study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traffic Monitored</th>
<th>Fraudulent Call Attempts Blocked</th>
<th>Fraudulent Wholesale Exposure Prevented*</th>
<th>Traffic Cost Reduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>62 million minutes</td>
<td>1 million</td>
<td>US$5.1 million</td>
<td>Around 25% of total traffic cost to the operator</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Based on a conservative calculation of potential wholesale exposure prevented